
JOHN MEEK

John Meek is a multi-discipline technology professional, with strengths in strategic thinking and product deployment. 
His business acumen has led to experience across a variety of fields and services, making him a leader on many 
fronts and able to identify opportunities to move forward in a changing marketplace.

Previous Experience
Sales Engineer for Cox Communications
• John provided guidance on complex technology services to more than 300 enterprise clients, including work on 
major accounts for clients in the energy, health care, business services and manufacturing fields.
Director of Finance and Information Technology at XETA Technologies 
• John’s formal training in finance allowed him to provide strategic and practical guidance to senior leadership and 
handle a multitude of responsibilities in managing a large financial portfolio. In addition, he was also responsible for 
overseeing the company’s technology infrastructure, including XETA’s MIS transformation.  

Topics John can speak on
• SD-WAN 
 - Customer experience related to application performance
 - Application tier vs. infrastructure needs
 - The distinction between performance management and network availability
 - Design and implementation across the 7 layers of OSI

Additional Expertise 
• ITIL V3 Foundations – Service delivery certified
• IT architecture and networking
• Managed Services delivery
• Solutions engineering

SageNet, Chief Operating Officer



About SageNet
SageNet is passionate about trusted connections. The company believes that by creating, discovering and 
nurturing trusted connections with its customers, associates and community, SageNet enhances the world that 
connects us all. 

As a leader in managed network and cybersecurity services, SageNet connects, manages and protects 
technologies and devices across the enterprise. The company offers world-class service and support via its three 
US-based 24/7 Network Operations Centers (NOCs) and Security Operations Centers (SOCs), geographically-
diverse teleports, a central National Logistics Center, multiple data centers, and a nationwide field service 
organization.

With a three-decade track record in managed services, SageNet boasts a long-term customer base that 
includes the nation’s largest retail, healthcare, financial, utilities and energy organizations. SageNet manages 
communications at more than 220,000 endpoints. Headquartered in Tulsa, SageNet has regional offices  
in Atlanta, Chicago, Philadelphia, Toronto and Washington, D.C.

SD-WAN changes the conversation because unlike conventional transport, it spans 

all layers of the OSI. Consequently, understanding how traffic behaves at each 

layer, and how each layer influences the other is critical to SD-WAN design. As 

a seasoned technologist I’m accustomed to analyzing solutions, and their various 

parts, and identifying potential impacts of one characteristic on another.
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To schedule an interview, please contact: 
Reyan Carpenter at 703-848-1141 or reyan.carpenter@sagenet.com
Barrett Waller at 918.284.0796 or barrett@thinkpropeller.com


